
False Vauum at the Heart of Blak HolesCharles W. MisnerMax-Plank-Institut f�ur Grav.//Albert-Einstein-Institut, D-14476 Golm, GermanyandDepartment of Physis, University of Maryland, College Park MD 20742-4111 USAe-mail: misner�aei-potsdam.mpg.de or misner�physis.umd.edu(23 February 2001, Revision 0.7;preprint AEI-2001-014, UM-PP01-041, gr-q/yymmnnn)It is proposed that the evaporation of blak holes via Hawking radiation may onlude at densitiesand temperatures no higher than those invoked during the inationary stage of ommon osmologialmodels, thus avoiding the need for quantum gravity or physis at the Plank length in the analysis.The false vauum assoiated with osmologial ination might produe suÆient antigravity to haltthe approah to a singularity inside blak holes, as matter there is ompressed to onditions wherea phase transition to false vauum should our. This onjeture is supported by a very simpli�edspherial model of a stationary nonsingular blak hole ontaining some false vauum in a entralpart of the spaetime well inside the Shwarzshild event horizon.I. FALSE VACUUM INSIDE BLACK HOLESFalse Vauum, matter with T �� = ��g�� , plays twoimportant roles in urrent routinely used osmologialmodels. A strongly interating false vauum phase ofmatter at high densities [1, esp. Ch.8℄ is invoked in ina-tionary models of the early universe, and a false vauumphase of some matter with very weak non-gravitationalinterations [2℄ is invoked as the predominant omponentof the urrent universe. Intelletual uriosity about thefate of matter that ollapses into the interior of blakholes then fores one to onsider that the high densityfalse vauum phase may reappear as this matter is om-pressed and heated toward the Shwarzshild r = 0 sin-gularity in its future. But false vauum in the Einsteinequations produes anti-gravity, prediting, e.g., that thepresent expansion of the universe is aelerating. Thenon-singular blak hole model presented here, althoughnot yet a dynamis of blak hole formation and evapo-ration, suggests that a phase transition to false vauumat high densities inside a blak hole might prevent theformation of a singularity. This ould provide a verydi�erent zero-order starting point for many blak holequestions suh as their evaporation via Hawking radi-ation, the unitarity of quantum �eld theories on blakhole spaetimes, and the loation of the large informa-tion de�it represented by blak hole entropy. And itsuggests that many aspets of these questions ould fall inthe domain of quantum �eld theory in urved spaetime,without requiring as a prerequisite a quantum theory ofgravity or laws of physis valid at the Plank length.II. A NONSINGULAR BLACK HOLEAn ongoing attempt to devise nonsingular blak holeswas initially motivated by their possible appliations innumerial relativity. There their usefulness would be in

avoiding some omputational problems assoiated withsingularities while only violating the laws of physis in-side the blak holes (where this has no e�et on the ra-diation emitted from, e.g., inspiralling blak hole bina-ries). These e�orts, however, have led also to nonsigularblak hole models where familiar energy onditions areviolated, but in important regions only by familiar, ifba�ing, matter|false vauum (a.k.a. dark energy, os-mologial onstant).The proposed example of a nonsingular blak hole isthe metrids2 = �dt2 + dxi + xir2Mr3 dt!2 (2.1)where a Eulidean sum of squares ours on the spaeindies. With the hoie M(r) = onst where r2 = xkxkthis is the Shwarzshild spaetime with the Panlev�e-Gullstrand hoie [3, x3.3.3℄ of time oordinate. Myhoie for a nonsingular example uses a di�erent M(r)in the form M(r) = Z r0 �(r) 4�r2dr (2.2)whih will require a nonzero stress-energy tensor in theEinstein equations. The ase I �nd most interesting iswhere � is hosen to be onstant in a entral region andthen smoothly tapered to zero while well inside the eventhorizon of the Shwarzshild blak hole. As an examplehoose�(r) = 38� 8><>: 1 if 0 � r � 5=41� 12(r � 5=4)2+ 16(r � 5=4)3 if 5=4 � r � 7=40 if 7=4 � r : (2.3)This gives M(r) = r3=2 and p2M(r)=r3 = 1 in theregion 0 � r � 5=4 so the metri is learly nonsingular1



there. The taper to M = onst an be made C1 ifdesired, but this example uses a polynomial that givesa C2 metri. The unit of length used in equation (2.3)was hosen to put the deSitter anti-horizon at r = 1and results, via the details of (2.3), in a total mass ofM = 549=320 = 1:715625000 so the Shwarzshild eventhorizon is loated at r = 3:43125, well outside the regionr � 1:75 oupied by the magi matter.It is now easy [4℄ to alulate the Einstein tensor anddisover via G�� = 8�T �� what sort of matter wouldbe needed to produe this nonsingular blak hole. One�nds, in spherial oordinates, withds2 = �dt2 + �dr + dtp2M(r)=r�2 + r2d
2 (2.4)that G�� is diagonal with Gtt = Grr = �2M 0=r2 andwith G�� = G'' = �M 00=r. Translated to the neededstress-energy tensor where �T tt is the energy densityand the other diagonal elements are the stresses (oranisotropi pressures) it givesT �� = 0B� �� 0 0 00 Pr 0 00 0 P? 00 0 0 P? 1CA : (2.5)Here �(r) is the same � introdued in equation (2.2) whilePr = ��, P? = ��� 12�0r. For the hoie of � in equa-tion (2.3) these values are plotted in Figure 1.
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FIG. 1. The distribution of the matter de�ned by equa-tions (2.3) and (2.5). The solid urve is the energy den-sity �(r), while the dashed urve is the radial stress Pr(r)in the same units. The dotted urve is P?(r), the transversestress. Note that for r � 5=4 the stress energy tensor reduesto a false vauum ondition (osmologial `onstant') sinePr = P? = ��.A further alulation of the Riemann tensor (usingGRTensor) in the region where �(r) = 3=8� = onstgives the resultR���� = Æ��Æ�� � Æ��Æ�� (2.6)showing that this part of the spaetime has onstant uniturvature, and is therefore a setor of the deSitter os-mology. Although neither the properties of the False Va-uum matter in this part of the spaetime, nor the loal

geometry and urvature, de�ne any preferred rest frame,the boundary onditions in the full metri (M(r) = onstat large r) do. Information (or small debris) falling intothe blak hole from distant regions will allow apparatusin the deSitter region to loate the origin and its velo-ity, muh as the veloity of the solar system an be seenfrom osmi mirowave radiation even though this radi-ation has a negligible inuene on the urrent spaetimeurvature.There are three distint regions in this spaetime basedon the di�erent properties of matter assumed. The in-ner \heart" of the blak hole is the region oupied byfalse vauum with � = onst. This is surrounded by an\impedane mathing" region where the properties of theneeded matter are even more unfamiliar; the foundationsfor suh matter pose the greatest hallenge to the devel-opment of this model. Note, however, that beause of theondition Pr = ��, the stress-energy tensor of this mat-ter has no unique timelike eigenvetor, and thus shareswith false vauum the property that its 4-veloity an-not be de�ned, thus evading any onern that it may bemoving faster than light. Outside this matter is a on-ventional Shwarzshild blak hole, inluding its horizonsomewhere outside the entral matter.A di�erent set of three regions is based on ausalityonsiderations as explored below.III. CAUSALITY AND HORIZONSThe inward and outward edges of the light ones in themetri (2.1, 2.2) are given by the radial null vetors` = �t + (xi=r)(1�p2M=r)�iand (3.1)n = �t � (xi=r)(1 +p2M=r)�iso one sees that the entire light one tips inward (towardsmaller r) whenever 2M(r)=r > 1, and then rights itselfnear the origin where 2M=r � (8�=3)�(0)r2 ! 0. Sine2M(r)=r is zero both at in�nity and at the origin, itmust reah a maximum in between. We assume this is ata value greater than unity so that there is a onventionalblak hole event horizon. In the simple ase onsideredhere where 2M(r)=r falls monotonially away from itsmaximum there are just two horizons where the Killingvetor �t is null and 2M(r)=r = 1. Our working model(2.3) plaes the inner horizon in the deSitter region whereits properties an more easily be explored.Of future interest will be the limiting ase where thetwo horizons here oinide, i.e., where 2M(r)=r ahievesa maximum exatly at the value 1. This ase shouldarise as the outer event horizon shrinks due to Hawkingradiation. For then the two horizons would evolve towardeah other and annihilate, freeing the entral matter todeay into the surrounding external world where we live.Although our working model is pathed together ofthree regions with di�erent types of matter, all respet2



the time independene and spherial symmetry assump-tions. Consequently onstants of motion in the geodesiequations will allow us to relate geodesis in the variousregions without neessarily studying in detail their be-haviors in the impedane mathing region. Of partiularinterest are the negative energy geodesis in the regionbetween the horizons where the �t Killing vetor is spae-like. These negative energy states should allow for quan-tum partile reation in whih pairs of zero total energyare reated, with the positive energy partile emerging inthe region outside the Shwarzshild event horizon, or in-side the deSitter anti-horizon, while the negative energypartile is on�ned to the region between the horizons.This proess is partiularly easy for the deSitter horizon,sine the positive energy partile from a pair reated be-tween the horizons naturally (lassially) falls in throughthe deSitter horizon rather than having to originally ma-terialize there.For this model a most important onsequee of nega-tive energy geodesis is that pairs of partiles with zerototal energy an move on geodesis whih ontribute, viatheir transverse veloities, to a transverse pressure. Thismay be useful in onstruting a physial piture of thematter distribution in the impedane mathing regionwhere the required transverse stresses greatly exeed thenet matter energy.IV. GEODESICS AND MAGIC MATTERGeodesis an be studied through the variation prin-iple ÆI = 0 with I = R(p� dx� � Hd�) where 2H =g��(x)p�p� + m2 and H = 0 is imposed as an initialondition. The solutions x�(�); p�(�) will have a pathparameter � related to proper time by md� = d� in thetimelike ase, while � will be an aÆne parameter leadingto p�;�p� = 0 also in the ase of null geodesis. Severaldi�erent oordinate systems an be used here, and therelations between the momenta in eah are found whenthe above ation integral is onverted from one to an-other. Among the oordinate systems of interest are the\retangular" oordinates of equation (2.1) where2H = ��pt � pixip2M=r3�2 + pi pi +m2 (4.1)and the related spherial oordinates with2H = � pt � prr2Mr !2+ p2r + L2r2 +m2 (4.2)where L2 � p2�+(p2'=sin2 �) will be a onstant of motion.In the deSitter region one also uses the oordinates X i =xi exp(t) whih yield a onventional deSitter metri formds2 = �dt2 + exp(�2t)dX i dX i (4.3)so 2H = �P 20 + exp(2t)PiPi +m2 : (4.4)

In equation (4.2) one de�nes the onserved energy Eas E = �pt to be appropriate at r ! 1. Then in theHamilton equation dt=d� = �H=�pt one �ndsdtd� = E + prr2Mr =pp2r + (L2=r2) +m2 > 0 (4.5)and demands positivity so that the geodesi is followedalong the future light one. [The hypersurfaes t = onstare always spaelike in these metris, so the future lightone is always in the sense of inreasing t.℄ This positiv-ity of dt=d� an be maintained, however, with negativeE if the seond term has pr suÆiently positive. Butpp2r + (L2=r2) +m2 > jprj so the inequality in (4.5) im-plies E > jprj h1�p2M=ri (4.6)and E < 0 is only possible if both pr > 0 and 2M=r > 1.One �nds that E < 0 an be satis�ed (at least by somenull rays) throughout the region between the horizons.With the aid of the onstants of motion Pi fromthe Hamiltonian of equation (4.4) one an �nd all thegeodesis [5, x8.11℄ [6℄ [7, Appendix C℄ in the deSit-ter region expliitly. All null geodesis have the formxi = ni+e�t(xi0�ni) with ni = Pi=P and P = pPk Pk >0. Thus all null geodesis in the deSitter region, andhene all null geodesis inside the Shwarzshild eventhorizon in the working model (2.3), end up approah-ing the deSitter horizon as t ! 1 in the sense thatr ! 1 = ni ni. The energy of suh geodesis is foundfrom E = �PiX i � P0 to be E = Pni(ni � xi0) and ispositive only for those null rays that enter the ore, theinterior of the deSitter anti-horizon, before returning tothat horizon.We all r = 1 an anti-horizon beause it attrats nullrays rather than repelling them as does the Shwarzshildhorizon. Thus no null rays (exept the horizon genera-tors) remain near the Shwarzshild horizon, while nonull ray inside the Shwarzshild horizon an avoid thedeSitter anti-horizon. An important point to note here,however, is that the setor of the deSitter universe usedhere is ollapsing rather than expanding as in most dis-ussions whih use this metri in osmology. Note alsothat timelike and null geodesis in the deSitter regionreah t = 1 at �nite values of the aÆne parameter �.This is due to the limitations of the oordinate system,and these geodesis an be ontinued in other representa-tions of deSitter spaetime. But we antiipate that e�etsfrom the evaporation of the blak hole will also play animportant role in the fate of these geodesis, so we donot study them further here.Magi Matter is by de�nition something that will di-vert spaetime evolution away from singularities. Ittherefore has unusual properties. One andidate for thisjob is a distribution of free partiles or waves, many innegative energy states, in the region between the twohorizons where 2M=r > 0. Matter models of this kind(without the negative energy states) have been used in3



spherial symmetry by Einstein [8℄ and byWheeler [9,10℄.Thus we inspet the possibities of a stress-energy ten-sor whih is the sum of terms p� p� for null vetorsp� in the region between the horizons. For a singleterm T�� = g��p�p� we �nd from the metri in equa-tion (4.2) that T �� = p2�=r2 and T'' = p2'=r2 sin2 �,as indiations of the transverse stresses, are positive forall momenta. But �T tt = Epp2r + L2=r2 and T rr =pr[pr � p2M=rpp2r + L2=r2℄ as indiations of energydensity and radial pressure, an both be negative whenpr > 0 and 2M=r > 0 allow negative partile energyE. It is therefore not impossible that some mixture ofpositive and negative energy partiles being reated inthe region between the horizons ould allow at least anevolving nonsingular blak hole somewhat similar to thestationary example of Figure 1.V. OPEN QUESTIONSThe lassi Gibbons and Hawking work [11℄ on thermalradiation assoiated with deSitter horizons needs to bereonsidered for this appliation in view of the very dif-ferent assumptions appropriate here. Most importantly,our deSitter setor is ollapsing rather than expanding,so matter in this region an see the entire past inludingthe outside of the Shwarzshild horizon. Thus entropyhere does not arue due to lak of information about theoutside. But, also, there is a preferred rest frame basedon the exterior of the blak hole, so that any thermal radi-ation would not neessarily be produed by the motion ofthe observer, but ould be real enough to make a ontri-bution to the stress-energy tensor in Einstein's equations.In addition to exploration of modi�ed Hawking radiationin deSitter spae under these onditions, one would liketo see suh studies where the vauum exterior was alsoinluded. For suh studies a limiting ase of the metrifrom equation 2.3 ould be appropriate where the densitydrops disontinuously from �(0) to zero at some radius rb.From the equation P? = ��� 12r d�=dr required by theEinstein equations one then has a high ompression shell(\geodesi dome") with P? = +(3=8�)rbÆ(r�rb) sustain-ing the tension of the false vauum to its interior. Sineboth the positive and negative energy partiles, reatedquantum mehanially in the region between the hori-zons, fall toward the ore inside the deSitter anti-horizon,it may be that these pairs have no gravitational e�etinside the anti-horizon, but only enter the Einstein equa-tions just outside the anti-horizon whih negative energypartiles are unable to ross. As suh bak-reation fromthe quantum pairs is onsidered, a more general spher-ially symmetri metri may be required. In stationaryases hanging r2d
2 in equation (2.4) to R(r)2d
2 givesthe most general stationary spherially symmetri met-ri. In time dependent ases it will likely be neessaryto relax the ondition g00 = �1 in order to avoid oor-dinate singularities. Also open is the question whether
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